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Active Fund Management
The following block diagram shows, in the simplest possible way, how and why share prices
move up and down. Factors that effect opinion are released into the public domain and you and
I, as individual investors or collectively through managed funds, react to this information by
either buying up or selling down the share price.

Factors that effect opinion include a company's asset backing, its debt level, its earnings
growth, its profitability, its future prospects, its management and a lot more. All of these factors
can be summed up by simply referring to them as a company's fundamentals. There are many
other factors that effect opinion such as the behavior of the U.S. Stock market, local and
overseas interest rates, the price of crude oil, etc. But undoubtedly the number one factor that
effects peoples collective opinion about an individual company the most, and therefore has the
greatest influence over its share price, is it's fundamentals. Hence the following block diagram
defines the most commonly accepted and used philosophy when it comes to share trading.

If we buy companies with good fundamentals, given the passage of time, the share price will
inevitably rise...that's the theory anyway. This trading technique is called 'Value Investing',
where the idea is to locate undervalued companies and buy and hold them until the share price
reflects fair value…at which point it becomes prudent to sell them. But what would you say if I
said it was possible to eliminate the time factor out of the above diagram so it looked like this;
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Value investing is in fact a passive way of share trading where you buy shares in a supposedly
undervalued company and sit on them until the share price rises…it could take weeks (very
unlikely), months (possible) or even years (very likely). So why not take an active approach and
buy shares in fundamentally sound Companies where the share price is already rising, thus
eliminating the need to wait. You don't have to buy shares that are going down in price or even
sideways in price to find shares that represent fundamentally sound companies. The following
charts are of fundamentally sound companies where the share price has been rising for years.
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So by 'Testing and measuring' price activity we can eliminate the need to wait for share prices
to go up. What's more, we don't have to do any individual research on each company because if
we stick to only those companies that are included in the Standard and Poors ASX200 Index
then it is reasonable to assume that they are fundamentally sound and institutionally backed.
After all, I like to sleep at night like everybody else and therefore I want to know that my
money is invested in companies of large market capitalization which are traded by international
investment houses via a globally recognised Index such as the Standard and Poors ASX200.
But if it is so simple then why isn't everybody doing it? Because, as stated earlier, the
conventional approach which has been the accepted 'Norm' for many decades is to trade on a
company's ability to generate profits rather than its share price movement.
The conventional approach does work and will continue to do so but, as some Boutique Fund
Managers are now proving, the results from trading a company's fundamentals and testing and
measuring it's share price activity is a lot more profitable. Hence, while the two are
unquestionably interrelated, at the end of the day, as share traders, we buy and sell the share
price and not a company's profits.
Being above Average
Another commonly held yet spurious line of thinking is that it's impossible to beat the market
averages over time. Luckily for me my father, who is also a share trader, taught me that if you
can't beat the market average, ie. the Index, then don't bother trying…you may as well put your
money with a Fund Manager as they can achieve the market average for you.
So my mindset has always been that I can beat the market average and it's particularly easy if
we are using a trend following approach to trading shares. Consider the following series of
three numbers;

2

4

6

=>

Average is 4

In order to 'Beat' the above average of 4 we would have to manipulate this simple series of three
numbers by eliminating the lowest value, namely 2. Thus we would have;

-

4

6

=>

Average is now 5

This method of beating or lifting an average is incredibly simple and fortunately we can apply
the same logic to beating a market Index such as the Standard and Poors ASX200. But before
we tackle the ASX200, let's pretend that we've created our own Index that only includes four
individual shares. Two of our four member shares are trending up while the other two are
trending down, as can be seen in the diagram at the top of the following page.
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The Index in the above diagram is an average of all 4 trends and is trending slightly upwards.
Applying the same method we used in the numeric example, you can see in the following
diagram the impact it will have on our Index if we eliminate both the down trending shares.
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Now let's look at a real world example of eliminating a down trending share from the ASX200
Index which is made up of 200 constituent shares of different weightings, depending on their
market capitalization. One of these 200 shares is Telstra and the following chart shows how it
fell just over 20% during the 2002.

The following chart shows the ASX200 Index falling down by 11% during the same period.
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So logic therefore dictates that if we purchased every share that makes up the ASX200 Index
minus Telstra then we would have beaten the Index…albeit by an insignificantly small margin.
So why not take this logic further by purchasing a portfolio of shares from the Index which are
all trending up much faster than the Index itself…its just good mathematical common sense.
Optimization not Timing
Fundamental analysis is the study of a Company's financials whereas technical analysis, also
referred to as charting, is the study of a Company's share price activity. In order to beat the
market averages, I employ technical analysis to 'Optimize' my Blue Chip portfolio.
This technique has absolutely nothing to do with 'Timing the Market' and hence the adage, 'It's
time in the market…not timing the market' doesn't apply in this instance. There are charting
techniques that do attempt to time the ups and downs of the Stock market but providing we can
beat the cash interest rate of the day then we shall remain fully financially committed to the
market.
Of course if we can't beat the interest rate then our money is better off in the bank than in the
Stock market because cash represents less risk than shares, but this is a rare circumstance.
Active Fund Management
Maintaining a portfolio of fundamentally sound, Blue Chip shares where the share price is
rising at an acceptable rate of return is a type of, 'Active Fund Management'. Such is the robust
'Trend Following' approach explained in this manual which utilizes all the constituent shares in
the ASX200 Index as its universe. Typical examples of the sort of shares that we want to
identify and own with this trading technique can be seen below.
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Entering the Market
Before we start dissecting the Standard and Poors ASX200 Index, share by share, we need to
acquaint ourselves with the very basics of technical analysis. The charts I have been using thus
far are referred to as weekly, 'Line on Close' charts because the line that represents the share
price is created by connecting the price at the close of the market at 4pm each Friday afternoon.
The following chart of Toll Holdings is a typical example of a 'Line on Close' chart which is
also the most common type of price chart you will see in either the print or electronic media.

Moving Averages
Because week to week price movements can bounce around quite considerably, it is very
helpful to use a moving average to smooth out the price activity, thus removing unwanted short
term volatility. The average price for any given week can be easily calculated by adding
together the closing prices of ‘X’ number of weeks, up to and including the given week, and
then dividing this sum by 'X'.
Example
The following formula would be used to calculate the average price for a 5 week period where
week1 would be the most recent week and week2 would be the week before that and so on…
5 Week Average = Closing Price for week1+week2+week3+week4+week5
5
In using the above method we are calculating what is referred to as the 'Simple average' for a
given 5 week period. As each new week occurs the simple average can be recalculated and then
all the averages, which are plotted as a series of single points on a price chart, can be connected
together using a single unbroken line which is referred to appropriately as a 'Simple Moving
Average' or SMA. A 30 week SMA can be seen in the chart of Toll Holdings on the next page.
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Curve Fitting
With this one basic charting tool at our disposal we are now ready to start analysing shares. The
first task we have to perform is to 'Curve fit' an SMA to each share we wish to study by
adjusting the time period…eg. change it from 15 weeks to 16 weeks and so on.
We want the moving average to reflect the behavior of the underlying price activity. This is
done by varying the time period which will directly effect the position of the SMA line. We
want to make the line sit just under, whilst not quite touching, the price activity for a time span
slightly greater than 12 months. The SMA line in the following chart of Toll sits just under the
price activity for a duration of more than 12 months when the time period is set to 22 weeks.
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You can see that the moving average line, whilst reducing price volatility very effectively, does
accurately reflect the overall trend in Toll Holdings over the 12 month period indicated on the
chart. Note that the timeframe of, '12 months' is no accident because this is the actual timeframe
which we want to operate in so therefore it is the minimum period of time that we need to
analyse. What's more we can use any period for the moving average up to 52 weeks because
this maximum parameter is also determined by our chosen timeframe.
As we are exclusively interested in shares where the price activity is trending upwards, we can
conveniently eliminate any shares where a 52 week SMA, which generates the most tolerant
line, won't fit under slightly more than 12 months of price activity. This can be seen in the
following chart of Toll Holdings and an SMA using our maximum time period of 52 weeks,
where the price activity is trending more sideways than up. Thus, at this time we would have
immediately overlooked Toll Holdings as a potential trading opportunity given that it's not an
upward trending share by our definition.

Rate of Annual Return
Once we've separated out only those shares that are included in the ASX200 Index and trending
upwards, we then need to compare them to each other. To do this we must measure their 'Rates
of annual return' which, for the sake of convenience we will refer to as their, 'ROAR'. A share's
ROAR, which is a proportional measurement, is calculated using the current value of a curve
fitted SMA and its current trend, where the trend is defined as the rate of change in value in the
SMA over the past 1 year.
It sounds a bit daunting but by studying the chart of Toll at the top of the next page and the
corresponding calculation, you'll see that it's a fairly simple process. Using the chart of Toll
from before, we need to note the current value of the 22 week SMA and the value of the 22
week SMA from 1 year ago.
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Rate of Annual Return Calculation
Using just these two figures from the 22 week SMA we can determine the following;
•
•

The rate of change in price over the past 1 year period = $2.96 - $1.36 = $1.60
Therefore the rate of annual return as a percentage = 100 x ($1.60 / $2.96) = 54%

Let's assume that we've analysed all of the shares in the ASX200 Index and tabulated their
ROARs, so we can now prioritize them with respect to their anticipated profitability. The next
step is a little more involved as we need to consider several factors at once when deciding what
is the minimum amount of profit we are prepared to accept from the Stock market…an
important consideration if we don’t want our bank balances to go backwards.
Minimum Rate of Annual Return
In order to determine what is the lowest tolerable 'Rate of annual return', we first need to
ascertain what ROAR represents the break even point, because in fact it is not a ROAR of zero.
But first we need to estimate the average life expectancy of a typical trade, ie. how long are we
likely to hold each share for.
Interestingly this parameter is also largely a consequence of our chosen timeframe of 12 months
because share prices love to trend up and down for fairly predictable periods of time. The chart
of Burns, Philp and Company located at the top of the next page is a very illustrative example
of a share trending up and down at regular intervals.
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Another predictable feature is that the periodicity of these trends is usually 3 months, 6 months,
1 year, 2 years and so on. Based on this expected behavior of trends, we can reasonably deduce
that if a share has trended up for just over 1 year then it will probably continue to trend until it
reaches 2 years in duration…a period of slightly less than 12 months. Now, if you refer back to
the earlier section in this section on 'Curve fitting' you will note that I said the SMA should sit
just under, whilst not quite touching, the price activity for a time slightly greater than 12
months. This brings us to the estimate of the average life expectancy of a trend to be slightly
less than 12 months…which for practical purposes we will approximate to be 1 year exactly.
As you will shortly see, using an estimate in this instance is acceptable given that we are using
it to determine a very helpful but non-critical aspect of our strategy…the break even ROAR.
The next parameter we need to take into account is our stop loss which is very simply a 20%
drawdown from the highest closing price in the past 12 months. The 20% drawdown price level
can be represented by a line on a price chart, as seen in the following example of Toll Holdings.
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You can see how the 20% drawdown level, which is our stop loss moves up each time the price
activity makes a new high. Notice, however, that the stop loss doesn't fall when price activity
retreats, thus locking in profits as the trend progresses. If we now work on the assumption of a
life expectancy of 12 months per trade and knowing that our stop loss is a 20% drawdown then
a rate of annual return of zero will result in a 20% loss over 1 year. The following chart of ABC
Company graphically illustrates this inevitable outcome.

ABC Ltd’s price activity moves sideways with a ROAR of zero at the level we can assume we
bought it at of $10 at the start of 2001, only to drop through the stop loss after 1 year. Hence a
ROAR of zero will result in a loss of 20% in 1 year's time because our exit signal from the trade
is a 20% drawdown which we anticipate will occur, on average, about 12 months after our time
of purchase. Therefore to achieve a break even result over a 12 month period, the rate of annual
return would have to be 25% in order to offset the inevitable 20% drop to our stop loss. The
following chart shows the price activity rising from $8 to $10 over 1 year (a ROAR of 25%)
only to collapse back through $8 at the beginning of 2002.
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Our 20% drawdown stop loss tracks along 20% behind the price activity, thus climbing to $8
when the price activity rises to $10, approximately 1 year after it started trending up …a break
even result. Now that we have determined our break even ROAR, we must add to it a rate of
return that we would accept as a bare minimum return from our Blue Chip portfolio as a whole.
As I stated in the previously, I won't expose myself to the general risk of owning equities unless
I can achieve at least the same rate of return I would achieve from a cash investment.
Therefore my minimum return from the Stockmarket would need to be at least the Reserve
Bank of Australia's cash interest rate target which can be found at www.rba.gov.au. At the
time of writing the RBA cash rate target is 6.25% and therefore the minimum rate of annual
return that I can tolerate when buying my Blue Chip shares is;
The break even ROAR of 25% plus the RBA cash rate target of 6.25% = 31.250%
There are two important points worth noting at this juncture; the first being that the RBA cash
rate target will also be affected by our 20% drawdown stop loss but the resulting impact will be
relatively insignificant and can therefore be ignored. As stated earlier, this is not a mission
critical benchmark and we have already employed several approximations well before reaching
this late stage of the calculation anyway.
The second point is that our strategy is to buy a share at say $10 for example, watch it reach a
high of about $13 over the next 12 month period, only to sell when it falls all the way back
down to about $10.50. The reality of share trading is, '2 steps forward, 1 step back…2 steps
forward, 1 step back…and so on'. Of course, the numbers used here were generated with the
minimum ROAR and buying shares with rates of annual return around the 40% to 50% level is
a far more common scenario…as you would see by looking at a copy of the Blue Chip Report.
Liquidity
So we have prioritized all of the shares in the ASX200 Index with respect to their ROAR and
ensured that they meet our minimum requirements in terms of their anticipated profitability.
But we have several more obstacles to overcome before we can actually get on the phone to our
StockBroker. The first of these final considerations is the need to ensure that there is sufficient
liquidity in the marketplace.
If you think of trading shares as being no different to trading any other commodity, be it
tangible or intangible, then one of the great advantages share trading has is the fact that there is
always a ready supply of both buyers and sellers. But it is possible to exhaust this supply if we
don’t ensure that there is an adequate amount of shares being traded in the marketplace before
we enter it. This supply is what share traders refer to as liquidity and it is defined as the number
of shares traded over any given period or the value of shares traded over any given period.
Examples
•
•

If 1,000,000 shares were bought and sold over one week then the liquidity would be
1,000,000 shares per week.
If these shares traded at an average price of $10 over the course of a given week then the
liquidity in terms of value would be 1,000,000 x $10 = $10,000,000 per week.
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The liquidity in terms of value is also referred to as cashflow and it is this statistic that is of
most interest to us. Without going into great detail, we need to ensure that our purchases or
sales of any particular share do not exceed 5% of the average weekly cashflow.
This somewhat conservative benchmark will guarantee that we will always enjoy an easy
passage either into or out of the marketplace as we intend to take up to 2 weeks to either enter
or exit any given trade.
Example
•
•

Assuming an average of 400,000 shares in 'ABC' Ltd. were traded each week at an
average value of $10 each then the average weekly cashflow would be $4,000,000.
Therefore 5% of the average weekly cashflow would be 0.05 x $4,000,000 which equals
$200,000. Hence we would purchase no more than $200,000 worth of 'ABC' Ltd. shares.

In the event that a share has insufficient liquidity then we should overlook it and move on as
there will always be others to choose from. By ensuring that our purchases represent no more
than 5% of the weekly turnover in any particular share, we will never find ourselves in the
embarrassing situation of not having enough buyers or sellers to trade with…a bit like working
in a well stocked retail store that rarely has any customers.
Position Risk
But even with the best laid plans things can and will go wrong and therefore we need to employ
risk management in order to limit any potential losses we may suffer. Share traders are able to
manage the risks involved in owning shares because they use clearly defined entry and exit
prices. The potential loss in owning each share is referred to as position risk and successful
share traders normally use what is commonly referred to as the 2% rule which states;
The total loss for any single trade must not exceed 2% of total capital
Your total capital is the current value of all shares held plus the total amount of cash on hand.
By risking only 2% of our total capital on each share, it would take 194 consecutive losses to
lose all of our money…a very safe level of protection even for the most conservative investor.
Example
-

We are trading with $500,000 total capital and using the 2% risk rule
Let's say the closing price of a share is $10 & the 20% drawdown stop loss is $8
(We'll assume that we're going to buy the share at the closing price of $10)
The potential loss per share is $10 - $8 = $2 and 2% of $500,000 = $10,000
Divide $10,000 by $2 to get the number of shares we can buy = 5,000 shares
Therefore we would buy 5,000 shares at $10 and sell at $8…a loss of $10,000

Diversification
The other risk we face is if we own too many shares, or rather Companies, that belong to a
particular industrial sector. In this instance we will become vulnerable to what is technically
referred to as, ‘Sector specific risk’. It sounds fancy but all it really means is that we have too
many eggs in the one industrial basket…so to speak.
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Anyone who has studied the Australian Stock Market over a period of several years or more
will have observed the propensity of individual industrial sectors to run hot or cold at different
times. Several examples of this would be the Resources sector in the mid 1990s, the
Technology sector during the late 1990’s and the Energy sector, at the time of writing, in 2005.
But in the Stockmarket, as in life, all good things must come to an end and although we’ve seen
some industrial sectors run hot for periods of up to several years, they will inevitably cool off.
It is this, ‘Cooling off’ phase that has a tendency to hurt our bank accounts and therefore we
have to seek a balance between being able to capitalize on a hot sector whilst not overexposing
ourselves to the sector specific risk that it carries with it. Given that a ‘Correction’ is defined as
being between a 10% to 20% fall in value and a ‘Crash’ is defined as being at least a 20% fall
in value, then we would be reducing the impact of a sector crash to less than that of a correction
if it were to effect well under half of our portfolio’s total value.
In other words it would be very sensible to only own a maximum of 3 shares from any one
particular industrial group. Hence if all 3 shares that belonged to a single sector were to ‘Crash’
then we would lose 20% (our drawdown stop loss) three times over which would equal 6% of
our total capital. Not a desirable outcome but hardly a catastrophic one either. The Australian
Securities Exchange provides the industry group for all publicly listed Companies at their
website www.asx.com.au. Simply look up the share code in the 'Company Research' section.
The Top 10
Our efforts to this point will have reduced the ASX200 Index down considerably from its
original 200 constituent Companies from which we can now select our portfolio of just the top
10 shares by their rate of annual return. Of course, don’t forget to ensure that the top 10 shares
don’t include more than 3 Companies from the same industrial sector. In the event this does
occur, which is quite likely, simply eliminate any unwanted shares from the overall list by
beginning with those that have the lowest rate of annual return first.
There is a very good reason for our portfolio to contain exactly 10 individual positions as this is
a direct consequence of the combination of our stop loss and our maximum tolerance towards
risk. If our stop loss is a 20% drop in price and we want always to remain faithful to the 2% risk
rule as described earlier, then we must allocate no more than 10% of our total capital to any
individual position. The reason for this is very simple….20% of 10% equals 2%.
Example
Let's assume our total capital is $1 Million and we're going to have 10 equal positions.
•
•
•

So we'll buy $100,000 worth of shares in 'TOL' as $100,000 is 10% of $1 Million
If we sell our shares in TOL when they drop by 20% then we will have lost $20,000
As $20,000 represents 2% of $1 Million, we will have lost only 2% of our total capital

Also note that suffering a 20% drawdown from our actual purchase price is a worse case
scenario because we will only occasionally be buying shares when they're making new highs.
So now you can see that there is a very good reason for buying 10 equally proportioned
positions when using a drawdown stop loss of 20%…it’s the appropriate balance between
performance and protection according to the 2% risk rule.
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5 Simple Steps
All the above steps that we take in deciding what shares to buy, and how many to buy, can be
seen as a series of filters. Some of them are designed to optimize our portfolio's profitability
whilst others are there to safeguard our financial wellbeing.
Curve fit an SMA

=>

Adjust the period of a simple moving average so it sits
just under slightly more than 12 months of price activity

Measure the ROAR

=>

Using the SMA, measure the rate of annual return for every
share in the ASX200 Index and prioritize them accordingly

Set Cutoff ROAR

=>

Determine the minimum acceptable rate of annual return using
the break even ROAR and the current RBA cash rate target

Measure Liquidity

=>

Calculate 5% of the average weekly turnover of each
individual share in terms of its cashflow

Take the Top 10

=>

Take the top 10 shares from the list, ensuring that there are no
more than 3 shares from any particular industry and the
liquidity in terms of cashflow is acceptable in each case
(Note: the number of shares per sector may vary from 2 to 4
depending on the prevailing market conditions – default = 3)

By breaking the management process down into a sequence of 5 virtually mechanical steps like
this, we go a long way towards eliminating the need for discretion. Now we need to complete
our checklist by including the reasons for selling our shares.
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When to Sell
Buying shares is relatively quick and easy with most of the management process being taken up
with when to sell our Blue Chip shares. One of the reasons for this imbalance is because there
are actually more motives for selling shares than there are for buying them and the obvious one
for us to start with is the 20% drawdown stop loss that we've already discussed at some length
in the previous section. The following chart of Toll Holdings shows how the 20% drawdown
stop loss tracks along 20% below Toll's highest closing price.

So the first addition to our checklist on the selling side is;
20% Drawdown
Stop Loss

=>

Sell if the price activity draws down more than 20% from the
highest closing price in the last 12 months

Moving Average Stop Loss
This stop loss is actually the flip side of one of our entry conditions. Remember that we
determined that the maximum period for our curve fitted simple moving average was 52 weeks.
Therefore we can infer that if a share's price activity were to close below the 52 week SMA
then it constitutes a sell condition. I have added a 52 week SMA to the chart of Toll holdings.
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If a share is trending upwards at a reasonable speed then the 52 week SMA will typically be
well below the 20% drawdown stop loss, as can be seen in the chart of Toll. But if the share is
moving up slowly then the SMA stop loss will actually be higher than the drawdown stop loss,
as can also be seen in the chart of Toll…near the left hand edge. Hence, it is necessary to
employ both stop losses simultaneously and therefore the next addition to our checklist is;
Moving Average
Stop Loss

=>

Sell if the share price drops below the 52 week SMA

ROAR Stop Loss
Moving right along, we now need to determine at what point the rate of annual return becomes
unacceptable to us…and it isn't the same as our minimum entry rate of annual return. In fact our
exit rate of annual return is the break even ROAR which we have previously determined to be
25%. Whilst we want to buy shares that will yield at least the RBA cash rate target, we are
prepared to hold onto shares until they drop below the break even threshold. What's more, these
two values cannot be identical as it will create a very irritating side effect.
Imagine for a moment that our minimum entry ROAR and our stop loss ROAR were both set at
30%. Then if a share's ROAR were to rise up to 30% we would buy it…and then immediately
sell if it dropped down to 29% as that would constitute a breach of our ROAR stop loss. Then if
it rose back to 30% we would buy it again and then if it dropped to 29% we would sell it again
and so on and so on. Hence we will introduce an unwanted instability into our strategy unless
we set these two parameters significantly apart from each other.
So by setting the ROAR stop loss to the break even ROAR, the RBA cash rate target acts as a
buffer zone between our entry and exit ROARs, thus providing our trading system with the
necessary stability. So our next exit rule reads as;
ROAR Stop Loss

=>

Sell if the ROAR falls below 25%

Top 40 Stop Loss
If you recall from the previous section, using their ROAR values as a yardstick, we have chosen
to place our money on the 10 fastest rising shares out of the entire Standard and Poors ASX200
Index. But as time has a tendency to erode a share's rate of return (all trends must come to an
end sooner or later), it will also inevitably eat away at its ranking in the top 10. So in the same
vein as our ROAR stop loss, we need to determine a minimum 'Ranking' benchmark that is set a
considerable distance away from our entry criteria of the top 10 shares.
As this is really an exercise in optimization rather than survival, we have the luxury of setting
the minimum ranking at any level we like, providing it doesn't lead to any unwanted instability.
Given that our total population is 200 shares, a conservative balance would be to set the
minimum ranking at 40 (the top 20% of the ASX200 Index) which is a comfortable distance
away from our entry criteria of the top 10. Hence the next reason for selling a share is;
Top 40 Stop Loss

=>

Sell if a share's ROAR falls outside the top 40
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Taking Profits
As I mentioned earlier, our strategy entails buying shares that will rise in price, some quite
considerably, and then fall back by approximately 20% before being sold. Whilst this is the
inherent nature of our strategy, we can employ a very robust profit taking benchmark in order to
periodically grab some profits off the top. I use the word 'Robust' because we'll find that if we
pounce on our shares every time they rise in price then, once again, we will suffer unwanted
instability. But the rapid growth in Aristocrat makes it an obvious target for profit taking.

So the trick here is to set a very high profit target level and also make it proportional to the
performance of the rest of our portfolio. It needs to be a 'Relative' measurement because we
wouldn't want to take profit from our shares if they were all collectively going up together in
sympathy with a strong rising market. So rather than take profit when a share price rises by at
least 50% from our purchase price, we will take profit when the share represents 15% or more
of the value of our entire portfolio, ie. its risen from 10% to 15% of total capital.
We will take enough profit to put the share back to its original portfolio weighting of 10%. This
will have the welcomed side effect of keeping our portfolio weightings fairly evenly trimmed.
Assuming we bought Aristocrat at $3.00 in March of 2004 and our total portfolio's performance
was flat for the relevant period, then the following chart of Aristocrat shows when we would
have taken profit by selling one third of the total position on each of three separate occasions.
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Given that we purchased Aristocrat at $3.00 and it reached a high of $10.50, then waiting until
the share price fell by 20% before selling it would have meant giving back $2.10 to the market.
This figure represents 70% of our original buy price of $3.00...proceeds that we don't want to
give back to the market so easily. So our profit taking benchmark joins the list of exit criteria;
Profit Take Sell

=>

If a share's portfolio weighting reaches 15% of total capital then
sell it down to a portfolio weighting of 10% of total capital

We have now finished compiling all of the mandatory rules for selling our shares. Whenever
we sell a position, logically we would want to replace it with the fastest rising share available
that conforms with all of our entry criteria.
Note that when buying shares we have to satisfy all of the entry criteria at once whereas a share
must be sold if any of the above sell conditions are met. This makes managing the shares which
we already own a more demanding task than buying them is…and there are a few other matters
we need to consider as well.
Taking Cash
Unfortunately we don't get to take profits all of time as very few of the shares we own will be
as obliging as Aristocrat. But that doesn't mean we can afford to go without money as the whole
purpose of the exercise is to supply ourselves with an income stream which will support the
lifestyle of our choosing. Hence, there will be times when we need to sell down our shares in
order to take cash out to live on.
Taking cash can essentially be done at any time but it does require a moderate amount of
common sense. Obviously it is not sensible to sell off shares in dribs and drabs as this can
seriously inflate the cost of brokerage.
Your Stockbroker will certainly be happy but it would be far more sensible and cheaper to do
some relatively simple budgeting so you execute as fewer transactions as possible. In other
words, work out how much money you need to live on for the next 6 months and then take
enough cash from your portfolio to cover the entire period.
Deciding which shares to sell down and by how much starts with a relatively simple
computation to work out what our total capital will be after we've taken our cash out of the
equation. We can then calculate what 10% of our new total capital will be and this will indicate
to us what shares to trim back and by how much. The best way to illustrate how we go about
this task is with a working example.
Example
Let's assume that the total value of all our open positions is $800,000 and we want to take out
$50,000 to live on for the next 6 months as we're planning to go on an overseas holiday.
•
•

Therefore our total capital after we take cash will be $800,000 - $50,000 = $750,000
Therefore 10% of our new total capital will be 10% of $750,000 = $75,000

The following list is our portfolio before we've taken out our cash (total capital = $800,000);
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Share
ABC
EFG
HIJ
KLM
LGT
MEQ
NIO
NOP
QRS
TUV

Value($)
75,000
78,000
83,000
97,000
75,000
90,000
77,000
70,000
73,000
82,000

Given that our anticipated portfolio weighting per share will be $75,000, we can commence
selling back our shares to this level by starting with the largest positions first. Hence our
portfolio after we've taken out our cash will look like this (total capital is now = $750,000)
Share
ABC
EFG
HIJ
KLM
LGT
MEQ
NIO
NOP
QRS
TUV

Value($)
75,000
78,000
83,000
97,000
75,000
90,000
77,000
70,000
73,000
82,000

3rd Sale
1st Sale

=>
=>

Sell $8,000 worth of HIJ
Sell $22,000 worth of KLM

2nd Sale

=>

Sell $15,000 worth of MEQ

4th Sale

=>

Sell $5,000 worth of TUV

Thus we will have taken a total of $50,000 cash from our Blue Chip shares and improved the
overall balance of our portfolio weightings into the bargain. Of course, we could achieve a
better balance if we were to trim the positions more evenly across the entire portfolio but this
would lead to higher brokerage costs, making it both an unnecessary and expensive practice.
Injecting Cash
Conveniently, this exercise is the exact reverse of 'Taking cash'. Firstly determine what your
new total capital will be after you introduce your additional cash. Then, starting with the lowest
positions first, build up each share to 10% of your new total capital. The only additional caveat
I would add in this instance is that I wouldn't bother spending any amount less than 5% of my
current total capital. I would deposit these small amounts in the bank until the balance
represented at least 5% of total capital before I bothered to inject it into the market.
Optimization
If you've ever owned shares then you'll probably be familiar with the hollow feeling you can get
when someone tells you how well their shares have done in the past week and you look at yours
only to find that you've gone nowhere. Hence, the grass is always greener on the other side of
the fence and we often find ourselves fighting the urge to constantly 'Tweak' our portfolio by
shifting our money onto the latest winners. Unfortunately this is an all too common pitfall for
the novice investor who can be easily seduced by the excitement of chasing, 'Hot stocks'.
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Suddenly we've gone from being an investor to being a speculator, or even worse…a gambler.
The reality is that there will always be shares that are going up in price while ours aren't and
chasing these shares will seriously erode the benefit of using any well thought out investment
strategy. The practice of constantly shifting money from one share to another will have a
detrimental impact on our Blue Chip portfolio because of a phenomenon which mathematicians
describe as, 'Random effect'.
The validity of probable outcomes depends largely on the sample size under examination. For
instance, we all know that the probable outcome of tossing a coin is a 50/50 balance between
getting a head and a tail. But this 50/50 balance will rarely equate to getting 1 head and 1 tail if
we toss the coin just two times. Even when tossing a coin 10 times will we see a 50/50 result of
5 heads and 5 tails. But if we toss it 10,000 times then we will very likely generate a sample of
data that closely approximates the 50/50 balance of 5,000 heads and 5,000 tails.
The same logic applies to the Stock market where short term share price movements are largely
random and the science of probability and statistical analysis works far better on long term
market behaviour. So if we constantly tweak our portfolios then we will derail our investment
strategy by introducing random effect. The following chart of Caltex shows how even a very
fast rising share can go sideways for long periods of time or even dip sharply downwards.

If you jumped out of Caltex when it dipped to about $8.00 then you would have missed the
subsequent rise in price to nearly $16.00. It didn't breach our 20% drawdown stop loss and it
consistently maintained a very high rate of annual return throughout 2004. But imagine the
temptation to jump ship to another share when price activity started falling back from $10.00.
Hence, the validity of probability increases with any increase in sample size and the impact of
randomization increases with any reduction in sample size. So in order to allow the laws of
probability a reasonable chance to work, I would suggest optimizing your portfolio at intervals
of no less than 6 months. Bear in mind of course that our strategy self optimizes anyway and
therefore periodic optimization is unnecessary….but if you're like me, you probably can't resist.
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The Complete Checklist
While we could add more bells and whistles to our active fund management strategy, they
would provide little if any benefit while increasing complexity and unnecessarily adding to our
workload. So we can now present our final checklist including both reasons for buying and
reasons for selling. (Note that this list only includes mandatory actions and not optional ones)
Curve fit an SMA

=>

Adjust the period of a simple moving average so it sits
just under slightly more than 12 months of price activity

Measure the ROAR

=>

Using the SMA, measure the rate of annual return for every
share in the ASX200 Index and prioritize them accordingly

Set Cutoff ROAR

=>

Determine the minimum acceptable rate of return by adding the
break even ROAR of 25% to the current RBA cash rate target

Measure Liquidity

=>

Calculate 5% of the average weekly turnover of each
individual share in terms of its cash flow

Take the Top 10

=>

Take the top 10 shares from the list, ensuring that there are no
more than 3 shares from any particular industry and the
liquidity in terms of cash flow is acceptable in each case
(Note: the number of shares per sector may vary from 2 to 4
depending on the prevailing market conditions – default = 3)

20% Drawdown
Stop Loss

=>

Sell if the price activity draws down more than 20% from the
highest closing price in the last 12 months

Moving Average
Stop Loss

=>

Sell if the share price drops below the 52 week SMA

ROAR Stop Loss

=>

Sell if the ROAR falls below 25%

Top 40 Stop Loss

=>

Sell if a share's ROAR falls outside the top 40

Profit Take Sell

=>

If a share's portfolio weighting reaches 15% of total capital then
sell it down to a portfolio weighting of 10% of total capital

Now that we've completed designing the management system, it's time to put it to the test by
applying to it to some real shares.
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Portfolio Management
Let’s take a test drive: the weekly process of managing your blue chip shares
This is the fun bit—turning the theory into practice. This chapter is a week-by-week simulation
of how we would go about implementing our Active Fund Management strategy. As you will
shortly see it only takes about ten minutes per week to actively manage your portfolio. Of
course this assumes that we have good information at our fingertips and a quick and convenient
way of monitoring what we’re doing.
The Blue Chip Report
So before we begin, let’s take a look at the Blue Chip Report which contains the weekly search
results for our fund management strategy in an easy to read, single-page format. The Report
lists up to the top 40 shares in the ASX 200 according to their rate of annual return, providing
it’s greater than 25 per cent. It also includes all the other important information we require to
select and manage our Blue Chip portfolio. In the sample below, we can see that at this
particular time, there were 29 shares that met the criteria (please note that the number of shares
will vary depending on what the market is doing).

The Blue Chip Report also contains regular market commentary by yours truly (see sample on
the next page). This is a key component of the Blue Chip Report and provides essential
information on when to buy, when to sell and when to take profits. It is important to read the
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commentary each week to make sure you stay up to date with the state of the market and
whether or not you need to take any specific action like profit taking.

Alan's monthly market commentary for
November including guidance on
when to buy and when to sell
The purpose of this market discussion is to enhance the active fund management strategy
by including some discretionary analysis. While this opinion is intended to provide you
with additional guidance, it is not a compulsory part of the strategy.
General comments
It appears that the festive season has come early to the stock market this year with what looks to be
an October start to the Christmas rally. Global equity markets often rally in unison during the final
quarter of the calendar year with volume being understandably light in the latter stage. So all things
being predictably normal and barring minor pullbacks…it is a season to be jolly.
Given that we anticipate a strong market during November, we now have an ideal opportunity to
both optimise and re-balance our portfolios. By optimise I mean that now is a good time to refocus
our capital back up into the shares at the top of the share list. And while doing so, we should make
sure that all of our 10 positions are evenly weighted at 10 per cent of total capital each.

Another thing that we need to do is keep track of our Blue Chip share portfolio. This can be
done in a variety of ways, ranging from hand-written ledger sheets to an Excel spreadsheet to
an online portfolio management service. How you do this is really up to you and there is no
right or wrong way…but it is a very sensible idea to have some method of monitoring things.
For this simulation, I’m going to use a very basic Excel spreadsheet.
Getting started
Initially we will assume that we have $1 million in cash and no open positions. This means our
total capital available is also $1 million. Now let’s have another look at the Blue Chip Report,
which lists up to the top 40 shares in the ASX 200 index according to their annual rate of
return, in descending order (Report from 3 November 2006 with the top ten highlighted).
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Entry conditions
But first things first. Before actually committing funds to the market you need to read my
market commentary to determine whether or not now is a good time to get started. In the
commentary for this particular Blue Chip Report it says…
The timing aspect is most critical when we first enter the market as we are exposing
all of our capital to market risk in a single moment. We want our initial exposure to
be positive and get us off to a good start or we will find ourselves trying to recover
losses from the outset. November is typically a good time to establish a new
portfolio given the likelihood of a Christmas rally. This ‘likelihood’ being further
supported by the occurrence of the market low we had in September.
This is our green light to go ahead and enter the market. Please be aware that there may be
times when you will have to wait to establish your blue chip share portfolio and this will be
highlighted in the market commentary.
As they are at the top of the list, we know the companies that have been highlighted in the
previous Report are the ten fastest rising shares in the ASX 200 index according to their
ROAR. At this point we need to ensure that their ROAR is equal to or greater than the RBA
cash rate at the time of 6 per cent (as shown at the top of the page) plus 25 per cent. This is our
minimum entry ROAR and in this example, all of the top ten shares on our list qualify.
Next we must ensure that there is no more than four shares from any one industry group. In fact
the closest we come to this maximum limit is three shares from the Capital Goods
sector…which does not constitute a breach of our sector risk rule. If there were too many shares
from one industry group then we would simply eliminate the share with the lowest rate of
annual return in favour of the next best share available on the list, providing it meets all of our
other entry criteria—including adequate liquidity.
The ‘Cash flow($)’ field is in fact 5 per cent of the average weekly turnover in terms of dollars
and our allocation per share cannot exceed this amount. If it does, then we would have to
eliminate the relevant share from our preferred list. Bradken (BKN) has the lowest turnover at
$567,642, which is still very acceptable to us because we will only be allocating $100,000 to
each share (given that 10 per cent of our $1 million equals $100,000). So we are now ready to
purchase these top ten shares providing we have no other factors that we need to take into
consideration.
Other considerations
Further considerations may include the advice of a full service stockbroker who may feel
uncomfortable with one or more of these shares on the basis of information that lies outside the
scope of our strategy. Now would be the time to include such counsel in the decision-making
process and to possibly incorporate any other additional selection criteria if desired.
This could include the consideration of a company’s financial wellbeing, the quality of its
management, future prospect etc. But for our purposes, we’ll assume all is well with the top ten
shares from our list and proceed accordingly.
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Buying shares
Now it’s time to begin making our purchases. As I mentioned earlier, for the purpose of this
simulation I’m using an ordinary Excel spreadsheet (see below) which shows how things look
as we ready ourselves to dive into the market (I’ve already entered the top ten shares into my
spreadsheet).

Taking the first share on the list (the one with the highest ROAR), we can see it has a price of
$5.90. We know that each position is going to be allocated $100,000 (that is, 10 per cent of our
total capital) and therefore we can calculate that we can purchase up to 16,949 shares of PDN.
In reality you could round this down (or slightly up) for ease of calculations.
Please note that if we were using a full-service broker, he or she would only need to know the
amount of money we wished to allocate to each position and would then determine the number
of shares for us. It’s also worth noting that for the purpose of this exercise, we won’t be
including any overheads such as brokerage or any income such as dividends.
Now, to complete the exercise, we do the same thing for the remaining nine shares. This will
complete our Blue Chip share portfolio and use up all of our cash. Our Total Capital will still
be $1 million as this is the value of all our open positions, plus any cash.
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So we’ve now committed ourselves to the market with our initial $1 million cash reduced to a
measly $47.37. Now let’s have a look at what we will have to do each week to monitor our
Blue Chip share portfolio and see just how easy the week-by-week management process is.
Once we have established our portfolio, we need to check the Blue Chip Report each week to
see if we need to take any further action. If a share triggers a stop loss condition, then we will
need to sell it and find a suitable replacement. Or if my market commentary suggests profit
taking, then it would be a prudent time to take profits.
Executing our stop losses
Of course the most important motive for checking our portfolio each week is to ensure that
none of our shares have breached any of our stop loss conditions. We need to be on the look out
for the following:
20 per cent drawdown
stop loss

=>

have any shares dropped below their 20 per cent
drawdown stop loss?

Moving average
stop loss

=>

have any shares dropped below their 52-week SMA
stop loss?

ROAR stop loss

=>

have any shares dropped below the 25 per cent ROAR
stop loss?

Top 40 stop loss

=>

are any of our positions no longer in the top 40 shares?

In order to simplify the weekly management of our stop loss conditions, the Blue Chip Report
will no longer list a share that has breached any of the above criteria. In other words the share
will simply disappear from the list, indicating that it should be sold immediately.
Once we sell a share from our portfolio, we will then want to replace it with the share that has
the highest rate of return on our list and also meets all the other necessary criteria. By ‘other
criteria’ I mean that its liquidity is acceptable, it doesn’t breach our sector risk, etc.
Moving on
After the Australian stock market ceases trading at 4.00 pm each Friday afternoon, a new Blue
Chip Report is created and posted on the internet. It can usually be downloaded by Saturday
morning and perused before trading recommences the following Monday morning. Following is
an extract from the next week’s Blue Chip Report. Once again I have highlighted our positions
and you can see what happened in the week.
Some of our shares went up, most went down (now how often does that happen!) and some
changed position. As a general rule you will find that the list remains fairly stable from week to
week but don’t let complacency sneak up on you…most investor’s lose money when they are
not paying attention. You will also note that the RBA cash rate target has increased to 6.25 per
cent. This figure is immediately updated after any official interest rate announcements.
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Then, just for this exercise, I'll update my Excel spreadsheet to reflect what’s happened.

We don’t have to update our portfolio each week and sometimes it’s best not to, especially if
your ‘happiness’ is directly related to the growth of your total capital! Anyway, that’s the week
done and no action is required. Of course don’t forget to check my commentary to see if I
issued any specific instructions, that is, now would be a good time to take some profits, etc.
Here’s the next week’s Blue Chip Report with our ten shares highlighted again.
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All our shares are still there, meaning they are all still passing the requirements of our strategy.
And again for the sake of this simulation, I’ll go ahead and update my Excel spreadsheet

We can see now that the top ten shares have actually changed, albeit very slightly. This will
happen as our shares move down the list, however as long as they are still on the Blue Chip
Report, there is no need for us to exit any of the positions. Again no action is required.
I’ll move on to the next week now….I’ve checked the commentary, nothing there on profit
taking, so now I’m going to check to make sure all the shares in our portfolio are still in the
Blue Chip Report. And I’ll even update the spreadsheet so we can see how it’s going.
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Again there’s been some movement in the top ten as far as positions go but there’s nothing
more for us to do this week as all of our shares are still there.
I’ll fast forward a bit now (by five weeks to be exact), but rest assured I’ve been checking the
Blue Chip Report each week to make sure none of our shares have stopped out (that is,
disappeared off the list). And there’s also been nothing in my commentary about the need for
profit taking or any other action…so let’s see how things are at the end of the next month
(December 2006).
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Now things have started to move and a couple of our shares are edging their way further and
further down the list, but they are still there, so no action is required. We’ll check the
spreadsheet just to see how things are at this stage:

So far so good…in fact since we started our portfolio, eight weeks have passed by and things
are looking pretty good. Now we’ll skip forward a bit to a time when we will have something to
do—three weeks on.
Next is the Blue Chip Report for week 12.
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We can see now that one of our shares no longer appears in the Blue Chip Report. This means
that is has triggered one of the stop loss conditions and now we have to exit that position.
Regardless of how attached we have grown to the share in question, when following a system,
it is important to stick to the rules (no matter how hard it might be, as our ultimate success
depends on it).
The share in question is AWE so we’ll now sell it from our portfolio (I’ve used the price from
the previous week’s Blue Chip Report to close the position). My commentary also includes
some tips on selling shares as you can see in the following extract from the current Blue Chip
Report:
Stick to the rules and don’t hesitate to sell shares that disappear off
the list (when shares disappear from the list it means a stop loss
condition has been triggered and they should be sold in the next two
weeks). Here’s a helpful tip if you always seem to sell at the very
bottom of the market (like me), avoid selling all of your shares in one
day by spreading out your selling over at least three days. This way
you’ll never sell out at the very lowest price…crude but effective.

According to the latest commentary I can see that it’s an acceptable time to be buying, so I’ll
purchase another share to replace AWE. The next highest share on the list in this case is
MRE…so we’ll add it to our portfolio.
I’ve checked the industry group and also the cash flow to make sure we are still within the
requirements of the strategy and now I’ll spend as much of the cash as I can, without exceeding
10 per cent of my total capital. In this case that wouldn’t be possible as the cash available is less
than 10 per cent of the total capital anyway.
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Just to round things off a bit, I’ll do one more week, which will mean we’ve been going for
exactly three calendar months (November 2006 to January 2007 inclusive). Again I’ll show
you the full page of the Blue Chip Report so you can see how spread out the shares are (I’ve
highlighted all of the shares, including our recent purchase—MRE).
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And here’s our final spreadsheet :

Hopefully this will give you an idea as to what is involved in managing your blue chip share
portfolio and just how easy this is with a tool like the Blue Chip Report. Once our portfolio is
set up, it’s just a matter of checking the report at the end of each week and then relaxing and
forgetting all about the market until the following week!
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Blue Chip Report Subscription Form
The Blue Chip Report is updated every week (includes a complimentary ActVest Newsletter
subscription) and can be downloaded from:
www.bluechipreport.com.au
(Membership is limited to a maximum of 1000 subscribers)
Please print all details clearly, tick where appropriate, sign, date and fax or post to:
(Signed forms can also be scanned and sent by email)
ActVest P/L
53 Grange Drive
Lysterfield
Victoria, 3156
Fax 03 9778 7062
Email : enquiries@alanhull.com
___________________________________________________________________________
YES

!

I wish to subscribe to the Blue Chip Report at $990 per annum, plus the
Joining fee of $49.50.

OR
YES

!

I wish to subscribe to the Blue Chip Report at $99.00 per month, plus the
Joining fee of $49.50.

Please charge to my credit card : VISA !

MasterCard !

OR Find enclosed Cheque (for Annual subscriptions only) payable to ActVest Pty Ltd !
Card no. __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Expiry ____ / ____

Full name ______________________________________________________________
Email address ___________________________________________________________
Daytime phone __________________________________________________________
Where did you hear about us ? ______________________________________________

Please sign here . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date:

/

/

Please read the conditions explained overleaf as signing this form indicates your acceptance of
these terms.

General Conditions of Subscription
General
Advice

ActVest Pty Ltd is a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No.306718) of Primary
Securities Ltd AFSL No. 224107 ("PSL"). This document has been prepared for the general
information of investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial
situation and particular needs of any particular person. Persons intending to act on information
in this document should seek professional advice to confirm that the investments or strategies
mentioned are appropriate in the light of their particular investment needs, objectives and
financial circumstances prior to taking any action. While reasonable care has been exercised and
the statements contained herein are based on information believed to be accurate and reliable,
neither ActVest, PSL, nor their employees or agents shall be obliged to update you if the
information or its advice changes or be liable (unless otherwise required by law) for any loss or
damage suffered or caused to any person or corporation resulting from or contributed to by any
error or omission from such statements including any loss or damage caused by any fault or
negligence on the part of ActVest or PSL, whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise,
whether foreseeable or not. Direct investing in the stock market can result in financial loss. This
document, and any associated files, is intended solely for its intended recipient. The contents are
confidential and may be legally privileged.

Support

Support is provided via e-mail and is strictly limited to products supplied by ActVest Pty Ltd.

Back issues

Forwarding of previous emails/instructions can attract an administrative surcharge.

Liability

While all care has been taken, Alan Hull and his servants and/or agents accept no liability for
any reliance upon any material and information provided by them and no responsibility is
accepted for any losses, charges, damages or expenses which may be sustained or incurred by
any participant or otherwise by reason of any reliance upon the materials or information given.

Cancellation Subscriptions must be cancelled in writing.
Suspension

There is no suspension facility provided for subscriptions.

Tax invoice

Tax invoices will be issued on an annual basis.

Conditions for Monthly Subscription
Billing
Details

ActVest Pty. Ltd. ABN: 44 101 040 939 must retain customer credit card details for the purpose
of billing $ 99.00 on the first day of each month.

Cancellation Monthly subscriptions will be terminated at the end of the current monthly billing period.

Conditions for Annual Subscription
Cancellation Annual subscriptions that are cancelled mid term will be refunded on a pro rata basis, less a $99
administration fee.

Acknowledgment
"

I, the above signed, acknowledge that I have read and understand the above.

"

I acknowledge that I will at all times in the future indemnify Alan Hull and his servants and/or agents
against all actions, liabilities, proceedings, claims, costs and expenses which I may suffer, incur, or sustain
in connection with, or arising in any way whatsoever in reliance upon any material, information or opinions
provided by Alan Hull and his servants and/or agents.

"

I acknowledge that any future dealings I may undertake in any securities will be entered into freely and
voluntarily and without inducement or encouragement from Alan Hull and his servants and/or agents.
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